Latest capability. Greatest value. One source.

Dassault
Falcon 2000/EX
UPGRADE

Cleared and connected
To all your destinations

Enjoy the advantages
of one source

Rockwell Collins’ essential connection to your Falcon began
with the aircraft’s inception. Today, our Falcon 2000/EX
upgrade offerings and world-class support will keep your
aircraft – and you – flying more capably than ever. All from
one trusted source.

CONNECTIVITY

FALCON 2000/EX

AVIONICS

CABIN

SERVICES

Connectivity infrastructure

The hardware that makes aircraft connectivity work.
>> Radios: Iridium®, Inmarsat SATCOM, high-frequency (HF), VHF
>> Airborne Data Router, with optional two channels of Iridium
>> Antennas: Tailwind®, Ku/Ka Band*

Flight-deck connectivity services

Options that can enhance your aircraft’s safety, efficiency
and mandate compliance.
>> Iridium
>> Inmarsat
>> VHF and HF data link/ACARS

Cabin connectivity services

Reliable, fast, global data delivery for passengers and aircrews.
>> Inmarsat Jet ConneX

CONNECTIVITY

>> Inmarsat SwiftBroadband

Stay connected, engaged and informed

>> ViaSat® Mobile Broadband Service
>> Iridium voice and fax

Everything you need to enhance performance across your aircraft
A full range of connectivity options empowers passengers and crew members to be as productive in the sky as
they are on the ground. And because one company delivers them all, you can depend on a seamless solution –
along with unmatched expertise for all your aircraft’s connectivity needs.

*Contact your Dassault Falcon representative for Ka Band antenna availability

Learn more

www.rockwellcollins.com/falcon2000/connectivity

As a Falcon 2000/EX owner, you’ve already
experienced the benefits from the outstanding
baseline features of your Pro Line 4™ flight deck.

MANDATE

The flight deck that takes you
to more places

FEATURE

Pro Line 21™

ADS-B Out

DO-260B mandates required by 2019.

FANS 1/A

Access any location that requires Future Air
Navigation System 1/A. Get your clearances
faster and be the first off the ground.

LPV

Fly to more destinations with more runway
choices. Access lower approach minimums to

Upgrading to Pro Line 21 opens new options*

get below the weather and establish visual

that can make every flight more safe, efficient

contact with the runway.

and pleasurable.
To learn more about avionics baseline features,
go to www.rockwellcollins.com/falcon2000

Equip now; be ready for domestic and global

Synthetic
Vision System

See and know where terrain is in all
conditions. Enjoy extra levels of safety
and situational awareness when flying
into mountainous regions and
challenging airports.

*FANS 1/A and Synthetic Vision System (SVS)

Aircraft
Information
Manager
(AIM)

AIM gives you maximum flexibility to

TCAS 7.1

Meet the European mandate while enhancing

remotely update and manage your navigation
database, charts and MDC fault codes while
your aircraft is away.

AVIONICS

safety with updated resolution advisories and
escape guidance.

DBU-5010E

Faster, simpler navigation database and IFIS
chart updating using a simple USB stick.
Also puts you in line for an AIM IMS-3500
installation.

Learn more

www.rockwellcollins.com/falcon2000/avionics

Venue cabin
management
system

Settle into your cabin on every flight with a
rich variety of content choices. Venue delivers
with superb, future-focused design and
proven reliability.

Stage™
content service

Stream Hollywood movies and TV shows, catch
up on real-time news, sports and weather*, play
games and see destination information – all on
your own personal devices.

Tailwind TV

View any televised sporting event, news or show in
real time during your flight. Take the comfort and
convenience of your living room into your cabin.

Airshow®
moving maps

Explore Airshow moving maps from your personal
iOS and Android™ devices with Airshow Mobile.
Custom aircraft, paint schemes, logos, languages
and more can make your Airshow experience one
of a kind.

Cabin
connectivity

Choose from a breadth of cabin connectivity
options to meet your phone, fax, voice and
data needs, including Inmarsat Jet ConneX and

Dynamic ways to engage
CABIN

Tailor your experience for work or play

Our Venue™ cabin management system offers you new ways to make the most of your
flight time. Optional services and products bring the familiar conveniences of your preferred
lifestyle on board. Work or relax throughout your journey, just as you do at home.

SwiftBroadband, ViaSat and Iridium. Combine
these with our Airborne Data Router, a multitude
of service enhancement applications and our
global support to receive an unprecedented
cabin experience.
*Requires connectivity for real-time news,
sports and weather feeds

Learn more

www.rockwellcollins.com/falcon2000/cabin

Streamline every trip,
start to finish

World-class service and support anywhere, anytime, every time
From the moment you decide on a destination, Rockwell Collins is there with the support that
helps make any trip a pleasure to take. Our services and tools are designed to smooth every
detail of every flight.

CASPSM

Corporate Aircraft Service Program (CASP) solutions provide
Falcon 2000/EX operators with both CASP and CASP Elite services.
These tailored solutions improve the operational availability of your
aircraft at a predictable annual cost. With no pre-inspection or
buy-in fees, the average customer saves 15 to 25 percent in
maintenance costs.

International
trip support

The tools you need to take the worry out of worldwide travel planning.
Weather, fuel services, visa and passport confirmation, TSA waivers,
APIS submission, aircraft and passenger security and much more.

FOS®

Flight Operations System
FOS gathers everything you need in one place – your scheduling,

SERVICES

maintenance, International trip support tools and more – with rich
features and no redundant data entry. The FOS Mobile app lets you
access FOS tools and services from your iOS and Android™ devices.

Flight
planning

Create and file electronic flight plans anywhere worldwide, using
aircraft performance data and the latest atmospheric forecasts for
the most precise fuel burns and time calculations. With our iPad® app,
you’ll always have up-to-date weather information and flight plans at
your fingertips.

Learn more

www.rockwellcollins.com/falcon2000/support

Building trust every day.

For more information, contact:

Rockwell Collins delivers innovative aviation

Rockwell Collins

and high-integrity solutions that transform

400 Collins Road NE

commercial and government customers’ futures

Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52498

worldwide. Backed by a global network of service

+1.319.295.4085

and support, we are deeply committed to putting

email: csmarketing@rockwellcollins.com

our solutions to work for you, whenever and

rockwellcollins.com/falcon2000

wherever you need us. In this way, working
together, we build trust. Every day.
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